If you need help on completing a Works Cited for a internet source. use this guide.
Look at the different colored lines. Find the information on the internet site(there are hints at the bottom of the page) and fill it in at the top of this sheet. Then take that information and put it in with the coordinating color at the bottom of the page. After that, open a Word document and type your citation
exactly how it is, remember to include all the punctuation marks that are shown.
Look at the formula and examples on this page to help you.

Internet Resource Works Cited
(Use one research sheet for each article that you use information or images from.)

Name: __________________________________

Class: __________________________

Author’s last name: __________________________ ,

First name:___________________________

(The author is the person who wrote the article. Some articles will not have an identified author.)

“Title of Article or Page”:______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Title or Name of Internet Site:_____________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Date you accessed site or article (day/month/year):_________________________________________
Address of site <URL>_______________________________________________________________
Notes:_____________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Formula and Example of Citations
Use the formula to fill in all fields of information that you were able to locate from the article.
Remember to use exact punctuation and capitalization that is shown in the formula.

Formula
Author’s last name, First name. “Title of Article or Page.” Title or Name of Internet Site. Date you
accessed site or article (day/month/year). <Address of site>.

Example

“Title of Article or Page”
*This is different from
the title of the website*

Remember to double space and alphabetize citations. Citations beyond the first line are indented.
Clayton, John. “Suzanne Collins.” Biography.com. 25 October 2012.
< http://www.biography.com/people/suzanne-collins-20903551?page=2>.

Citation
________________ , __________________. “__________________________________________________________”.
_________________________________________________________________. _______________________.

<________________________________________________________________________________>.

Author’s Last Name,
Author’s First Name

Date you accessed the
website

*If you can not find,

*Day/ month/ year*

Title or Name of
Internet Site
Look for this information on
the website in:
“About Me”
“Contact”
“Biography”
“Background”

Address of website or
URL

